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Introduction 

 I conducted research in the Algebra 1 and Geometry Block class (Block class) at 

Sammamish High School in Bellevue, Washington, where I teach. The Bellevue School district 

is a high-performing district that was recently named the best district in Washington State and 

number 213 in the nation by Niche (Explore Bellevue School District, 2017). The high rankings, 

however, do not mean that every student in the district is being served to their full potential. 

“Many higher-performing schools, some have observed, appear indifferent to the impact of racial 

differences in student achievement, often because the aggregate performance of their students 

looks just fine” (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 2009, p. 254). The Block class, in particular, is a place 

with students who have been underserved in the past years. The Block class came about as a way 

to catch students up who are either transitioning out of a Special Education math class, are new 

to the country and have gaps in education, or have previously failed Algebra 1 at the middle 

school level. This is the only version of Algebra 1 offered at the comprehensive Bellevue high 

schools. Through this course, students have the opportunity to earn both Algebra 1 and Geometry 

credit, and transition into an Algebra 2 course the following year. For freshmen students, this 

would put them back on track with peers their sophomore year in math class. 

The Algebra 1 and Geometry Block class at Sammamish had 94 students enrolled in a 

pathway to earn both Algebra 1 and Geometry credit in a single year. These students were split 

heterogeneously between three math classrooms, with one special education teacher supporting 

one of the rooms. Of the 94 students, 58 students were either receiving special education 

services, were English language learners (ELL), had Section 504 services (504), or a 

combination of those. In the Block class, students receiving these services make up 61.7% of the 

class population. In the general school population, 33.7% of the total students receive Special 
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Education, ELL, or 504 services (Washington State Report Card, n.d.). At Sammamish High 

School 47% of students are white and 53% of the students are students of color. In the Block 

class, 29 students, or 30.8% of the students are white, and 65 students, or 69.2% of the students, 

are students of color.  

Due to the disproportionate number of Special Education, ELL, 504, and students of 

color in the Block class I teach, I decided to conduct my research within this setting. My main 

research questions for this project were:  

1. How do purposeful classroom-and community-based interventions for all students, but 

specifically students of color and students with disabilities, impact student outcomes on 

assessments?  

2. How can a professional learning community of high school Algebra 1 teachers meet 

varying student needs in the classroom to positively impact student outcomes on assessments?  

There is an equity issue in the percentage of students of color, students with disabilities, 

and English language learners in the Block class compared to the percentage of those same 

groups within the school. To improve outcomes for these students, something needs to be done. 

As noted by Darling-Hammond (2007), “If academic outcomes for minority and low-income 

children are to change, reforms must alter the quality and quantity of learning opportunities they 

encounter” (p. 329).  

Literature Review 

The purpose of this literature review is to provide a foundation for my research into 

purposeful interventions for struggling and historically underserved mathematics learners. My 

main research questions for this research were: How do purposeful classroom-based 
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interventions for all students, but specifically students of color and students with disabilities, 

impact student outcomes on assessments, and, how can a professional learning community of 

high school Algebra 1 teachers meet varying student needs in the classroom to positively impact 

student outcomes on assessments? Within this literature review, I discuss the opportunity gap 

(Lee & Wong, 2004), and interventions for secondary math students with respect to my first 

research question of how purposeful classroom-based interventions can impact student outcomes 

on assessments. When looking at how communities of teachers can work together to impact 

student outcomes, I will discuss literature on Professional Learning Communities.    

The Opportunity Gap 

 During the 1990s the opportunity gap between minority students and their White 

counterparts were tracked because of “concerns about the erosion of educational equity” (Lee & 

Wong, 2004, p. 798). During this time, “states made little progress in narrowing the persistent 

gap in mathematics achievement between White and minority students. . .” (Lee & Wong, 2004, 

p. 798). This trend has continued since the 1990s and can still be seen in the 21
st
 century. As 

Darling-Hammond (2007) notes, “Fifty years after Brown v. Board of Education (1954), the gaps 

in educational achievement between White and non-Asian ‘minority’ students remain large, and 

the differences in access to educational opportunities are growing” (p. 318). Much research is 

being done about the opportunity gap and “as researchers attempt to compare the achievement of 

Black and White students, they must attend to the inequality of their educational opportunities 

and experiences” (Diamond, 2006, p. 499).  

Success in mathematics is a gatekeeper to students finding success in the world past high 

school including in places like “college, trade school, employment, or the military” (NCTM, 

2011, p. 1). In recent years, “students’ needs grew with immigration, concentrated poverty and 
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homelessness, and increased numbers of students requiring second language instruction and 

special education services” (Darling-Hammond, 2007, p. 321). Although student needs are 

growing, that does not mean they are not capable of achievement, and “a clear way of improving 

achievement and promoting equity is to broaden the number of students who are given high-level 

opportunities” (Boaler & Dweck, 2016, p. 106).  

Schettino (2016) has noted that “The growing racial, cultural, and overall diversity of our 

student body in the United States has caused a surge of concern for the inequity in mathematics 

education for underrepresented groups such as African Americans, Hispanics, Latinos, and those 

of lower SES” (p. 1). These academic inequities, which follow students throughout their 

schooling, can shape the trajectory of their life after high school and “inequalities in academic 

achievement when students near the end of compulsory schooling, may shape inequalities in later 

educational attainment, labor market participation and performance, as well as broader 

outcomes” (Pokropek, Borgonovi, & Jakubowski, 2015, p. 16). 

Parent/family engagement. Parents and families are important stakeholders in 

education. As noted by Baquedano-Lopez, Alexander, and Hernandez (2013), “Recognizing the 

social and cultural distance between homes and schools within many low-income urban school 

districts, new proposals for a relational approach to parent involvement includes identifying 

community-based organizations to serve as intermediaries between the schools and local 

families” (p. 167). Due to the system of education in our country being historically formed to 

serve white families, this has created inequities in how non-dominant families are served by the 

system (Baquedano-Lopez, Alexander, & Hernandez, 2013). As the authors notes, “Teachers can 

make visible and use the knowledge (and power) that parents bring to their interactions with 

school personnel. They can make imagined possibilities of equity a reality, but they can only do 
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so with a different understanding of the power relationships between parents and schools” (p. 

173.).  

Interventions for Secondary Math Students 

 It is important for high schools and high school teachers to be able to use strategies that 

are specific and targeted to struggling learners to be able to best address their needs (Duffy, n.d.). 

The use of specific and targeted strategies for struggling learners has been studied predominantly 

in elementary settings and not in secondary settings, given that “few high schools have 

systematically implemented tiered interventions” (Duffy, n.d., p. 1).  

Math interventions for secondary students should not be isolated to only students with 

disabilities, but should be available and considered for all students. Teachers must be able to use 

“assessments to identify areas of need, and they should use the data that they obtain to choose 

interventions that can move the students in targeted and structured ways to greater success with 

important mathematical ideas” (NCTM, 2011, p. 1). It is critical that the interventions for 

students are based on assessment data and include explicit instructions specific to the needs of 

the student and their learning (NCTM, 2011).  

Response to Intervention. Response to Intervention, or RtI, is a form of intervention 

“based on a child’s response to scientific research-based interventions” (Duffy, n.d., p. 1). RtI 

requires that monitoring and assessing of students happens regularly and students who are 

showing signs of struggling have interventions implemented so that “students who arrive in high 

school performing below grade level in reading, writing or mathematics may benefit from the 

increased attention to instructional interventions and progress monitoring offered by RtI 

constructs” (Duffy, n.d., p. 2). It is important to note that, “Few researchers have focused on an 
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older, school-age population when studying RtI . . . Many researchers avoid middle and high 

schools entirely because of the scheduling problems and compliance issues often encountered 

when working with adolescents” (Fuchs et al., 2010, p. 22). 

There are two types of RTI: the standard treatment protocol and the problem solving 

approach (Duffy, n.d.). These two approaches differ in that the standard treatment protocol does 

not dive deep into data analysis before selecting an intervention for a student or group of students 

(Duffy, n.d.). Rather, the standard treatment protocol “follows a standard research-based protocol 

to deliver the intervention” (Duffy, n.d., p. 5). The problem solving approach, on the other hand, 

works well when teachers work together because, “the approach follows an inquiry process that 

requires teams of educators to assess student performance, identify potential problems, develop a 

plan to address the problem, implement the plan, and assess the effectiveness of the plan” 

(Duffy, n.d., p. 5). This protocol goes in the following order: assess, identify problems, 

intervene, and assess (Duffy, n.d). Within the problem solving approach, families can be brought 

into the conversation and informed of what interventions are happening and asked for feedback 

(Duffy, n.d., p. 7).  

Within the high school setting, RtI may look different than at the elementary and middle 

school levels. As noted by Dobbins et al. (2014), “Of the research that has focused on secondary-

level mathematics, two separate instructional practices have been identified as effective in 

teaching mathematics skills. Graduated instruction and peer-mediated instruction are small group 

interventions that align with the NCTM Principles and Standards” (p. 19). Graduated instruction 

follows a model of moving from concrete to representational to abstract examples in the 

classroom (Dobbins et al., 2014). An example of this would be giving students algebra tiles to 

introduce multiplying polynomials. This would be a concrete representation. Then, in the 
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representational stage, students would have pictures of algebra tiles to help them multiply 

polynomials. Finally, in the abstract stage, students would be able to multiply polynomials 

without the use of algebra tiles or pictures of algebra tiles. Peer-mediated instruction “involved 

pairs of students working in a collaborative manner on structured, individualized activities” 

(Dobbins et al., 2014, p. 20). An example of peer-mediated instruction in math would a pair of 

students (Student A and Student B) where Student A leads the explanation of a multiplying 

polynomials problem and asking Student B targeted questions related to multiplying polynomials 

and Student B listens to instruction, answers the questions, and solves the problems. This would 

require students to be at varying levels of understanding and a significant amount of time to train 

students in this model and regularly practice. To include tiered interventions that happen outside 

of the classroom, there are challenges at the high school level. Specifically, “scheduling and 

structural factors are major obstacles to the application of RtI within secondary settings” 

(Sansosti et al., 2010, p. 292). 

Group work. Students may work independently in classes or collaboratively in groups or 

as partners. Historically, students have worked independently in math classrooms; however, 

“group work may also be critical in countering racial inequities in mathematics achievement and 

course taking” (Boaler & Dweck, 2016, p. 104). When students are able to work with other 

students in the same class, see other students also struggling, and solve math problems by 

working together, students find more success (Boaler & Dweck, 2016, p. 104). Within 

cooperative learning groups, students are able to ask and answer questions of each other, and see 

other students as experts in the classroom as well (Webb, 1982).  

 Relational Problem-Based Learning (RPBL). One instructional approach that may be 

able to reach more students, and specifically students of historically underrepresented 
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populations, is Relational Problem-Based Learning (RPBL) (Schettino, 2016). RPBL is “an 

approach to curriculum and pedagogy whereby student learning and content material are (co-

)constructed by students and teachers through mostly contextually based problems in a 

discussion-based classroom where student voice, experience, and prior knowledge are values in a 

nonhierarchical environment utilizing a relational pedagogy” (Schettino, 2016, p. 2). The main 

aspect of RPBL is that students and teacher are in constant dialogue with each other. “Allowing 

the teacher to be seen as a partner in collaboration builds trust in the classroom and . . . this helps 

to build an environment of safety and risk taking that empowers student agency and encourages 

student voice” (Schettino, 2016, p. 3,). 

Professional Learning Communities 

 Professional Leaning Communities (PLCs) are groups of educators who usually convene 

while doing one or more of the following: “analyzing student achievement data, aligning 

curriculum and instruction with standards, grading or scoring student work, [or] discussing 

individual students and their learning” (Allen & Blythe, 2015, pp. 86-87). A PLC should take a 

learning stance which “inflects the group’s activity with an emphasis on asking questions, 

seeking explanations, trying out possible solutions, and so on” (Allen & Blythe, 2015, p. 14). 

When coaching of one teacher by another happens outside of or within a PLC through a learning 

stance, “we wonder aloud about the important dilemmas and complexities of meeting standards, 

getting high test scores, and, most important of all, ensuring that our students are really learning 

content” (Knight et al., 2012, p. 117). When teachers work together in a positive and productive 

way, the authenticity of their pedagogy can be improved and their work may be more closely 

aligned with mathematics reform (Rousseau, 2004).  
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 PLCs of mathematics teachers at the high school are not always focused on the 

mathematics development of the teachers, but more so on the different challenges of teaching 

(Campbell & Stohl Lee, 2017, p. 124) and this may inhibit the growth of math teachers.  For 

substantial change to happen from work done within a PLC, “Conditions must be created 

through which the team members can individually and collectively make decisions that empower 

them to become agents of change” (Van Sickle et al., 2017, p. 144). At the secondary level, it has 

been suggested that the most effective way to drive PLC work forward and focus it on 

mathematics development, is to bring in a skilled facilitator to lead the group and hold the 

participants to shared and valued norms (Campbell & Stohl Lee, 2017). 

This literature has led me to consider the intersections between the opportunity gap, 

interventions for students, and specifically Response to Intervention frameworks and strategies. I 

used this research to continue my inquiry into interventions for struggling, under-represented, 

and under-served math students. 

Methods of Research Design 

My capstone research project was an action research project looking at the questions of: 

How do purposeful classroom-based interventions for all students, but specifically students of 

color and students with disabilities, impact student outcomes on assessments, and, how can a 

professional learning community of high school Algebra 1 teachers meet varying student needs 

in the classroom to positively impact student outcomes on assessments? I chose to implement an 

action research project given that it “specifically refers to a disciplined inquiry done by a teacher 

with the intent that the research will inform and change his or her practices in the future” 

(Ferrance, 2000, p. 1).  
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Settings and Participants 

I conducted research during the Algebra 1 and Geometry Block class (Block class) I 

taught at Sammamish High School in Bellevue, Washington. This research took place during my 

third year teaching at Sammamish High School and my second year teaching this specific class. 

In the Bellevue School District, Algebra 1 is traditionally an 8
th

 grade course. The high schools 

now offer a two-period class of both Algebra 1 and Geometry as a path for students who 

previously failed Algebra 1 to help them get back on track with extra supports.  

Within my specific classroom of 31 students, 19 students (61.3%) received either Special 

Education, ELL, or 504 services (or a combination of services). Additionally, 24 students 

(77.4%) were students of color. 

Interventions 

There were multiple interventions introduced as part of this action research. The purpose 

of each intervention was to see the impact on student performance as viewed on assessments. 

Because there were multiple interventions, it was difficult to determine which intervention or 

combination of interventions specifically impacted student performance, but my goal was to see 

an overall increase. Especially difficult to measure was the growth mindset interventions.  

The majority of the interventions introduced for students took place in the fall and winter. 

However, the interventions that were effective continued to be used throughout the remainder of 

the school year. Interventions that were math-based or centered in growth mindset took place 

during the school day. Interventions that were community and/or family based took place during 

the school day and outside of the school day.  
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Math interventions that took place in class included: intentional pre-algebra and prior 

skill practice, purposeful peer groupings, flexible groupings between classes, and pull-out groups 

with a math teacher while special education teacher instructs the whole group. Growth mindset 

interventions included the whole class learning about how the brain grows and learns new things, 

as well as community building activities. Community and family interventions included: calls 

and emails home for celebrations and concerns, communication with an on-site community 

organization that mentors high school students, and an opportunity for parents and students to 

meet with their teachers once a month on a Saturday off-campus.  

Data Collection 

Throughout my action research I collected multiple sources of data. Each research 

question was addressed through multiple data sources in an effort to triangulate data. The first of 

my main research questions was focused on how purposeful classroom-based interventions 

impact student outcomes on assessments. Before implementing any interventions, I gave all 

students in my block class a survey of their preferred styles of learning, and their preferred styles 

of getting help when stuck (see Appendix A). I created this survey by myself. In creating it, my 

intention was to better understand how confident students felt about math, and how they wanted 

to be helped in class. I also wanted to include a space for students to write their own responses. 

Additionally, this survey included questions about students’ beliefs of their own math ability and 

their efficacy as math learners. This gave me a baseline for student perceptions of what helps 

them most and what they were capable of learning.  

 The primary source of data for this research project was student assessment scores. Each 

student was assessed on every concept two times in class. After their first attempt of reaching the 

standard, math interventions were put in place for those who needed it, and then they reattempted 
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the standard. To qualify for participation in the specific interventions I implemented, students 

were identified based on their assessment scores. This gave data on the growth of each student 

over time with different interventions. The assessment scores were recorded on a Standards 

Based Grading scale, with students’ scores being categorized as: beginning (1), 

emerging/developing (2-2.5), proficient (3-3.5), and mastering (4). A description of each level of 

the Standards Based Grading Scale can be found in Appendix B. Some students with scores in 

the beginning and emerging range received math based interventions to remediate skills. Some 

students in the proficient and mastering range received math based interventions to extend their 

skills. These interventions included small group pull-outs and scaffolded practice. Additionally, I 

kept a field journal where I would jot down anything that stood out to me when working with 

students. I kept this journal on my computer. 

 Another source of data for collection was parent and community interventions. This 

involved emails and phone calls home for some students who were at the beginning and 

emerging levels. The purpose of this was to involve the family in what their student was 

struggling with and to inform them of what their student’s teacher was doing to assist in the 

learning process. Any observed connections between emails and phone calls home and student 

success were recorded as data addressing my first research question.  

 The school community was also involved in interventions for the students. Many students 

in my class had a case manager who managed their progress towards their goals for their specific 

learning or behavior disability. The case manager also received emails from me about 

interventions that took place in my class so that they could reinforce the same skills with the 

students. Again, observed connections between case manager notification and support and 

student success were recorded as data addressing my first research questions. 
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There was an opportunity on the second Saturday of each month for students and their 

families to meet with their math teacher (me) off site. This gave families that are less 

comfortable coming to the school, or unable to come before or after school, a place to also 

interact with their student’s teacher at a time that is maybe more convenient for them. Starbucks 

Saturday happened at a Starbucks near the school and inside the community in which the school 

serves. Unfortunately, parents did not attend these meetings, so I was unable to gather data on 

them- a topic I will discuss later in this paper. 

 The second of my main research questions focused on the Professional Learning 

Community of the Algebra 1 and Geometry Block teachers. Teachers of the block class meet 

every first period to look at data and observe effects of interventions. The notes from each of 

these meetings were recorded and reviewed by me in order to see themes over time. During these 

first period meetings, teachers were supported in the materials needed for interventions. Once a 

week during this meeting, the principal attended for half an hour to be informed about how the 

class was progressing, and what additional supports teachers and students in the class needed. 

Data Analysis 

Data was collected from multiple sources: students, teachers, and families. After 

collection, the data was analyzed. As noted by Mills (2011), “data analysis is an attempt by the 

teacher researcher to summarize collected data in a dependable and accurate manner” (p. 126). In 

order to analyze the amount of data that was collected, I periodically organized the data into a 

table in Microsoft OneNote. When I compiled the data, I first organized it by student and date 

(See Table 1 for example). 
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Table 1: Example of Data Organization

 

The next step I took was to read and “memo” (Mills, 2011) the data. I would periodically 

read and memo my data in order to see what my current impressions of the data were. Then, I 

classified (Mills, 2011) the data from the main table and reorganized the data into themes under 

each main question. I did this by rereading through the data, and highlighting the different 

categories in different colors as a way to code the data. Then, I looked for themes, or patterns, 

(Mills, 2011) that encompass the categories. Within each theme, I triangulated the data by 

making sure to have multiple sources whenever possible. This made my findings stronger and 

more supported. The themes that emerged for each question are as follows in Table 2. 

 

 

Table 2: Data Themes by Question 
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Questions Themes 

Research Question #1 Interventions for all students Interventions for some students 

Research Question #2 Teacher impact Student impact 

 

Throughout the research, I organized my data into a matrix as I categorized it in order to 

make the analysis more manageable. 

Findings 

The findings of my capstone were based on the students I had in my classroom during 

each intervention. Throughout this year, I had at most 32 students on my roster for any given 

class, and at least 22 students on my roster. As a reminder, the research questions I was seeking 

to address were: 

1. How do purposeful classroom-based interventions for all students, but specifically 

students of color and students with disabilities, impact student outcomes on assessments? 

2. How can a professional learning community of high school Algebra 1 teachers meet 

varying student needs in the classroom to positively impact student outcomes on 

assessments? 

 Within my first question on the impacts of classroom and community-based 

interventions, I organized my findings into two main categories. The first were interventions that 

were put in place for all students in my classroom, and the second were interventions that were 

put in place for some students in my classroom (see Table 3 below), 
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Table 3: Interventions for All Students and Some Students: 

Interventions for All Students  Interventions for Some Students 

1. Small groups within the classroom 

2. TenMarks computer math program 

3. Opportunities for reassessment 

4. Student choice in seat assignment 

5. Length of math done in class between 

breaks 

6. “Starbucks Saturdays” 

1. Additional adults in the classroom to offer 

support 

2. One-on-one help in class 

3. Small group pullouts in hallway 

4. Snacks in class 

5. Contact home  

6. PRIDE cards 

 

 

 Within my second question, how can Professional Learning Communities among Algebra 

1 teachers in the same building help meet students’ needs to positively impact student outcomes 

on assessments, there were four main categories of support that arose and may have impacted 

student performance. Those four categories are: 1) Teacher collaboration for planning purposes; 

2) District Support; 3) Time to meet with instructional experts; 4) Teacher and district 

collaboration on addressing needs of significantly struggling learners. 

Interventions for All Students 

 Within the timeline of my research, I implemented many classroom-based interventions 

for all students. Some of these interventions were developed and implemented by me, and some 

interventions were district directed. Below are findings for individual interventions that were 
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implemented during my research. I have listed each intervention and discuss its benefits followed 

by a discussion of limitations. 

TenMarks. TenMarks is a computer-based mathematics program that can be used to fill 

gaps in students’ knowledge and monitor progress on certain topics or standards. This 

intervention was mandated by the district for use by all high school Algebra 1 teachers. I chose 

to use TenMarks to monitor student progress through an initial assessment of student skills on 

November 2, 2017 and again on January 28
th

, 2018. November 2
nd

 marked the end of first 

quarter, and January 28
th

 marked the end of second quarter and also the end of the first semester. 

The assessments consist of 30-40 questions. From these questions, the assessment is able to 

determine where a student falls in their content knowledge of 7
th

 and 8
th

 grade mathematics as 

well as of high school Algebra 1. It is important to note, that while Algebra 1 is an 8
th

 grade 

course in the Bellevue School District, it has different standards than the 8
th

 grade content of 

Common Core, which is what the TenMarks assessment uses for 8
th

 grade. In Common Core, 

Algebra 1 comes after 8
th

 grade. 

On the initial assessment of math skills that took place November 2
nd

, 2017, students in 

the class had an average score of 38% understanding of 7
th

 grade mathematics. Roughly two 

months later, on January 31
st
, 2018, students in the class had an average score of 34.3% 

understanding of Algebra 1 content. It is important to note that while this may seem like a 

decline in understanding, it is actually a very large gain in understanding. Students started at a 

38% understanding of 7
th

 grade math on the first assessment, and on January 31
st
, they tested out 

of 7
th

 grade and 8
th

 grade mathematics and into Algebra 1. So, they grew roughly two grade 

levels in mathematics understanding. While it is not possible to determine a percentage of 

growth in this situation because of the jump in content, this is a large growth. This growth may 
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suggest, that using TenMarks to fill gaps in student understanding helps students gain 

mathematical knowledge. 

There are limitations to using TenMarks as an intervention. First, students need to take 

the assessment online in order for TenMarks to assign them skill building work specific to their 

needs. Because of the lack of consistent attendance in my classroom, not all students took the 

assessment within the classroom. This means, they may have used other resources on the 

assessment. Additionally, the assessments are 30-40 questions, and students have not yet learned 

the content for all questions. This led some students to give up and guess for a part of the 

assessment, rather than working their best through the entire assessment. 

Quiz retakes and end of semester project. Each student had the opportunity to reassess 

four additional times for each standard they were assessed on in class. This gave students the 

opportunity to show more learning over time and to improve their grades on assessments. 

Throughout the semester, all students retook every quiz at least once. Students had options of 

how they could retake a quiz. During the semester, any student could retake a quiz in the thirty 

minutes before school, or after school on Wednesdays. Students with a support class could retake 

a quiz in their support class. At the end of the semester, every student completed an end of 

semester project in which they had the opportunity to show mastery of six separate standards, 

and that demonstration could replace a quiz score as well. Below are tables (See Table 4, 5 and 

6) showing the average score from the first attempt of the Algebra standards given during first 

semester, and the average score of the retake quizzes given of that same standard.   
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Table 4: Algebra Quiz Initial and Retake Scores: All Students 

Standard Number Initial Attempt Average 

Score (%) 

Retake Average Score 

(%)  

Increase in Scores 

(%) 

1 74.5 86.7 12.2 

2 69.9 81.1 11.2 

3 68.4 77.9 9.5 

4 80.1 No Retakes Given NA 

5 73.4 81.8 8.4 

6 64.1 73.6 9.5 

7 64.6 74.9 10.3 

8 71.5 76.3 4.8 

 

Table 5: Algebra Quiz Initial and Retake Scores: Students of Color  

Standard Number Initial Attempt 

Average Score (%) 

Retake Average Score 

(%)  

Increase in Scores 

(%) 

1 71.51 85.13 13.62 

2 62.70 77.47 8.77 

3 61.22 75.59 14.37 

4 76.38 No Retakes Given NA 

5 66.89 79.30 12.4 

6 58.57 70.68 12.11 

7 52.30 73.81 21.51 

8 64.75 65.47 0.73 
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Table 6: Algebra Quiz Initial and Retake Scores: Students with IEP or 504  

Standard Number Initial Attempt 

Average Score (%) 

Retake Average Score 

(%)  

Increase in Scores 

(%) 

1 64.31 88.76 24.45 

2 67.14 84.59 17.45 

3 52.21 82.48 30.27 

4 77.55 No Retakes Given NA 

5 74.45 78.59 4.12 

6 61.86 69.10 7.24 

7 51.38 72.00 20.62 

8 45.52 70.72 25.2 

 

 For all assessments where retakes of the quiz were given, the average of the student 

scores increased. For all students, this was an average increase of about 9.41% between the first 

and retake attempts at standards. For students of color, this was an average increase of about 

11.93% between the first and retake attempt at standard. For students with an IEP or 504 plan, 

this was an average increase of about 18.48% between the first and second retake attempt at 

standard. This increase in scores is higher for students of color and students with disabilities, 

which shows that these students were able to demonstrate more understanding after a period of 

time. This may suggest that giving students the opportunity to reassess on content after they have 

had additional time to process and practice, allows students to show they have learned and 

retained more information than at the point of initial assessment. 
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 The end of semester project showed similar results to the results of retaking quizzes, for 

students who turned in the project. Of the 27 students in my class at the end of the semester, 

seven students did not turn in a project. Three students had all quiz scores stay the same after 

using the project as a reassessment. Those three students already had all quiz scores at an 85% or 

higher. Seventeen students increased three or more quiz scores through the completion of their 

final project. 

Small groups. For the month of January and the first two weeks of February, students 

worked individually and in small groups on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays. During this 

time, students spent 15 minutes working in TenMarks, fifteen minutes doing an independent 

math practice, and fifteen minutes working in a small group with me. All of these groups took 

place inside of my classroom and ran simultaneously with rotations every fifteen minutes. I 

decided to run these small groups in an effort to get more one-on-one work time with more 

students. Students were grouped heterogeneously and I worked with roughly a third of the class 

at a time.  

My findings from these groups are mixed. At the start of each session with me, I asked 

students to rate their understanding of the content to be covered on a scale of one to five. At the 

end of the session, I had them rate their understanding again. I kept track of these self-ratings in 

my field journal. While in small groups with me, the students worked productively, and every 

student who was present during this group time verbally reported a better understanding at the 

close of each session. This suggests that working in a small group with a teacher helps students 

improve their understanding of math content. 

Small group work had ramifications on the productivity throughout the entire class 

period. While in small groups, I was working with one specific group at a time and not able to 
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oversee other groups. My findings for when students were engaged in the independent time and 

TenMarks time are observational. Because my intention was to focus my attention and energy on 

the students in small group with me, I did not closely monitor students during independent and 

TenMarks stations. In my field journal I recorded the following note on February 2, 2018: 

“While in group, I noticed most students on their phones or playing games on their computers 

instead of working on their assigned task. I only redirected twice before deciding to not focus my 

energy into redirection and negative comments” (field journal, February, 2018). From these 

experiences, I could conclude that working in small groups with students may positively impact 

their understanding of content, but students working independently without constant monitoring, 

may not improve their understanding of content. 

 Length of math time. Throughout the first semester, I experimented with the length of 

math learning that happened between giving short breaks. At the start of the year, I was working 

through lessons with students for up to 45 minutes at a time with no breaks. During this time, I 

noticed that the students did not have the math endurance to sustain working productively on 

math for that length of time. I noticed that after five to ten minutes of sustained math activity, 

students would get antsy, ask to use the restroom or get a drink with more frequency, or get out 

their phones to check messages. 

 Starting at the end of September, I began giving a one to two minute break after each 

main problem or section of notes covered. This meant students were getting a short break every 

five to ten minutes. To signal to students when a break was, I put a horizontal line across the 

notes in each place we would take a quick break. When I started this pattern, I noticed that 

students were not getting off task as often, and they were also more willing to engage into the 

math when they knew a break was coming. Additionally, when I skipped a break or forgot to add 
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them in, at least one student each day asked when the next break would take place. Taking 

frequent breaks in the math classroom may lead to more engagement from students. 

 Student choice in seating. Each time I decided to move student seats, I gave each 

student a notecard. On the notecard, students wrote three peers in the class they would work 

productively with, and one peer that would be a distraction to them. I used these notecards when 

I rearranged seats in order to place students near people they liked. This helped me to create buy-

in with students to work with the people around them when they were given time to work 

through problems with students near them. Students who worked productively in groups in class, 

tended to have higher standard quiz assessment scores than students who refused to work with 

others. Giving students choice in some of the people they work near may increase their 

willingness to work in class and work with the people around them. This productivity, 

engagement, and practice in class may lead to better understanding and therefore higher scores 

on assessments. 

 “Starbucks Saturdays.” “Starbucks Saturdays” were a once a month opportunity for 

students and families to meet with me off campus on a weekend. I offered this the second 

Saturday of each month at the Starbucks nearest the school. I left a note on my board all month 

reminding students, put the date in our class calendar, and let parents know about this 

opportunity at parent night. Additionally, my school’s Family Connections Liaison reached out 

to Latino families in our school community to make them aware of this opportunity. From 

September to February, there were six “Starbucks Saturdays” offered. No students are families 

showed up to any “Starbucks Saturdays.” This could suggest that either families and students are 

not interested in meeting on Saturdays, or this was not marketed to students and families in the 
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correct way in order to get interest. Because of time limitations, I did not follow up with families 

on why they did not attend these sessions. 

Interventions for Some Students. 

 While working on this capstone, I implemented some interventions that were for specific 

students, but not all students. The students who received these interventions were chosen by me. 

I chose students who I knew were not getting math assistance in another place (for example an 

academic support class) and students who had not passed the first try at the standard quiz. The 

interventions for some students were tracked in my field journal. Interventions for some students 

included: additional adults in the classroom to offer support, one-on-one help in class, small 

group pullouts in hallway, snacks in class, contact home, and PRIDE cards. The goal of these 

interventions was to increase engagement in class in order to increase understanding of content 

and scores on assessments. 

 Additional adults in classroom. Two students in my class receive one-on-one para 

support. These two adults assigned to my classroom were assigned starting at the beginning of 

the year. However, they did not always come to work, and neither one was proficient in Algebra 

1 content. This put extra strain on me as a teacher, and additional support was brought in for me 

one day per week. This extra support person was an Instructional Technology Curriculum Leader 

(ITCL) in my building who was formerly a science teacher. She came to work with students each 

Wednesday. During this time, she was able to work with 5-7 students one-on-one. This helped 

students to build positive connections in math, and ask more clarifying questions. Additionally, 

she was able to help support with student behaviors and encourage engagement. Sixteen of my 

students had the opportunity to work one-on-one with the ITCL. When asked informally each 
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Wednesday, all 16 responded positively to being able to work with the ITCL. All of these one-

on-one work times happened inside the classroom.  

 Having additional adults in the classroom may be beneficial to student success. This extra 

support should be a reliable person who will be present often. Also, in order for this person to 

help students with the math, the adult needs to be proficient in the content. 

 One-on-one teacher help. Each day, I made decisions of which students to stop and 

work with one-on-one. Initially, I had looked at assessment data, and pulled students into the 

hallway to work on bridging skill gaps, or extending skills. Students did not like being pulled 

into the hallway to work. During one pull-out group that had little engagement, I took time to 

speak with students about why they did not want to engage. At this point they shared that they 

would rather work in small groups inside of the classroom. So, I decided to intentionally work 

with specific students one-on-one most days inside the classroom.  

 After each assessment, I made a list of students who struggled, and what the specific 

content was that they were most hung-up on. For example, when assessing graphing linear 

functions, there was a group of students who were switching the y-intercept of the function with 

the slope when writing the equations. As I graded the first try of the assessment, I would make a 

list of these students on a sticky note and put it on my computer. Within the following week, I 

would stop and sit next to them for five to ten minutes in order to work through some of that 

content with them individually. This usually took place while other students were working in 

TenMarks or on an independent practice. While doing this, I checked students off my list as I 

worked with them. Throughout the first semester, I worked with each student this way at least 

once, and some students once per week. From taking the time to do this, I was able to get to 
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know my students better, but was also able to better understand their misconceptions so I could 

adjust how I was teaching that concept in class.  

 The content covered in this one-on-one help was not immediately assessed. Because of 

this, it is hard to connect it to assessment data. However, my professional judgement tells me that 

students better understood the material after I had sat down with them one-on-one and worked 

through what they struggled with. This may suggest that working one-on-one with students 

allows the teacher to better understand the students, and the student to better understand the 

teacher. 

 Snacks in class. Algebra Block class takes place during 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 period. This means 

that depending on the day, class can run anytime between the hours of 8:30am and 11:35am. I 

was noticing that most days, at least two students asked to go downstairs to the Family 

Connections room to get food, because they had not had breakfast. These trips downstairs could 

take a student out of the classroom for five to fifteen minutes depending on the student. I felt like 

this was a waste of class time, and so I brought snacks into the classroom.  

 Each weekend, I went to Costco and purchased granola bars. I made these bars available 

to students in the back of the classroom. They did not have to ask to get one or leave the 

classroom. If they were hungry, they could go grab one and eat it at their seat. This small change 

kept more students in the classroom for more of the math time, and was also able to make sure 

the students’ nutritional needs were met so that they could learn. 

 Contact home. Each week, I tried to contact home at least one family. I alternated 

between positive and concerned contact home. Throughout the first semester, I spoke with 19 
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families. An example of a positive contact home is this email sent home to parents of one of my 

students: 

  

The response from the parent was, “Thank you so much for your kind and encouraging words 

about (student). This email brought much joy to my mommy heart, (student) is such a joy and 

light in our lives. Thank you for sharing how you feel about (student), and how she is doing in 

class” (personal communication, September 2017). Each time I contacted home for a student, I 

received a positive response back from the parent or guardian.  

Below is an example of an email home for a student that was struggling. 
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The response from that parent was as follows: (note- parent’s primary language is Spanish) 

 

This could suggest that contacting home for students, regardless of whether it is with positive or 

concerned intent, helps to build a connection between the teacher and family. 

 PRIDE cards. At Sammamish High School, students are able to earn PRIDE cards. A 

PRIDE card is a schoolwide system and students can earn them from any teacher. PRIDE stands 

for Purpose, Respect, Integrity, Determination, and Excellence. When they earn a card from a 

teacher, they may turn it in for a free popcorn at the school store. Students can earn a card for 

exhibiting any positive student or community behavior. In my classroom, I started to give PRIDE 

cards to students who worked productively in groups and helped other students. I could not give 

PRIDE cards each day, but I did give them out when I noticed students go out of their way to be 

a good group member or help another. Whenever I gave out a card, other students in the room 

would ask how they could earn one. This helped to encourage an environment of helping others, 

rather than individual students working as fast as they could. 

 Overall, student assessment scores increased the second time they took each assessment. 

All interventions took place throughout the first semester before and between assessments. 

Because of this limitation, I cannot say which intervention was most effective in increasing 

student assessment scores, however, the combination of interventions increased the averages of 

all student assessment scores. It can be suggested that combing the interventions used in my 

Algebra 1 classroom leads to increased understanding of Algebra 1 content by students.  
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Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) 

In addressing my second question-- How can Professional Learning Communities among 

Algebra 1 teachers in the same building help meet students’ needs to positively impact student 

outcomes on assessments? –I found four primary forms of support: teacher collaboration for 

planning purposes, collective solicitations of district support for reduced class size, time to meet 

with instructional experts, and teacher and district collaboration on addressing needs of 

significantly struggling learners 

Collaborative planning for equitable instruction. Four times a week during first period 

(total of about 250 minutes), our four member PLC met to collaborate. All teachers in this PLC 

are teaching the Algebra Block class during 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 period. Within this time, we were able to 

map out what was going to be taught within the next week, the objectives, activities, and which 

teacher was responsible for planning individual parts. Because we broke down the work and 

delegated tasks, each teacher was usually able to plan in an area where they were most confident. 

Each teacher planned one or two days per week. This allowed more time per teacher to spend 

planning engaging lessons and accessing resources.   

Within the first period, we also looked through TenMarks assessment data to assign 

individual work to individual students and quiz data to decide how to differentiate moving 

forward. With any extra time, we were able to work together to differentiate and scaffold lessons 

to better meet the needs of all of our learners in each of our classes.  

Soliciting district support. In the Bellevue School District, the high school Algebra 1 

Block I teach is a district priority. This is because Algebra 1 is a middle school course in 

Bellevue. At the start of the school year, each teacher had 32 or 33 students in their Algebra 1 

class at Sammamish High School. As a team, we did not feel like we could adequately support 
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this many students in our rooms, especially since every student had already been identified as a 

struggling math student. My PLC chose to bring this class size concern to the attention of the 

district by attending a forum held by the superintendent. From the concerns brought to the 

superintendent, we were given an addition teacher for the class as well as funding for a second 

additional teacher if one can be found, paid release time for planning, and a weekly check-in 

with the principal. This support has reduced class sizes to 22 students, allowed one teacher to be 

released an additional period each day to plan, and allowed us to voice our concerns and needs as 

a team each week to our principal. Specifically, the smaller class sizes have allowed me as a 

teacher to interact with and help more students each day. 

Time to meet with instructional experts. The four teachers who teach the Algebra 

1/Geometry Block have a common planning period during 1
st
 period. This made it easy for us to 

schedule instructional experts from our district to meet with all of us at once. As a team, we were 

able to regularly meet with the math curriculum developer for our district. She was able to help 

guide us to useful resources and rich tasks for students to complete. Initially we met with our 

curriculum director at least once per week. Over time, this decreased to about once per month. 

Additionally, we were able to meet with a district English Language Learner curriculum 

developer, and a special education curriculum developer. Although we were only able to meet 

with these experts one time each, they helped us better understand how to meet the needs of our 

diverse learners. They taught us strategies for scaffolding work and working with small groups 

of students. 

Overall, the work done within my Algebra Block PLC had a positive impact on student 

assessments. While I cannot directly track the impact of each factor, the work done in our PLC 

was foundational to the work done in our classrooms. It can be suggested that working together 
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as a group of teachers, allowed us to better teach our individual students and provide in-class 

interventions, and this led to higher assessment scores for students. 

Discussion 

 Throughout this research project, there were impacts on not just my own practice, but on 

my colleagues practice as well. As a reminder, my research questions were: 

1. How do purposeful classroom-based interventions for all students, but specifically 

students of color and students with disabilities, impact student outcomes on assessments? 

2. How can a professional learning community of high school Algebra 1 teachers meet 

varying student needs in the classroom to positively impact student outcomes on 

assessments? 

 During my research, I was tracking assessment scores for my students, and looking at 

them in more detail than I have in previous years. This forced me to put a focus on student data, 

and use that data to drive my instruction. Following each assessment, I went through and 

identified students who needed extra practice and instruction, and what skills they needed that 

on. Then, I implemented some intervention with them. This practice seemed to increase 

assessment scores and student understanding, and it is a practice that I will definitely continue in 

the future. It is also a practice that I can use in the other math courses I teach.  

Because all students in the block class take the same assessments, I was able to have 

conversations around the data with my colleagues and encourage them to use their own data to 

drive instruction and interventions in their rooms as well. This is a change from the focus of our 

PLC prior to me starting this research. Last year, this same PLC spent very little time looking at 

data, and the majority of time spent making notes and practice problems for students. With the 
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shift to spending more time looking at data, the process of making notes and practice for students 

has been more centered on data and specific skills, because now we know exactly which skills 

students need more practice on.  

Continued Leadership 

 There are many ways in while I could continue this work and leadership within my 

school and district. One way I will do this in the next year is by connecting more to the 

community. An intention I had when starting this research, was to reach out and work with 

community partners and parents more often throughout the year. However, the ways in which I 

attempted to do this (i.e., “Starbucks Saturdays”) did not always get the most engagement. So, 

next year, I will continue to reach out to community partners and parents to try to increase 

involvement and engagement in order to best serve students. For instance, at my school, there is 

a community partner, Jubilee Reach, that works with students to make meaningful connections 

between students and young adults, and I can invite them into my classroom to work with 

students, rather than having them work with students outside of the classroom. 

 Another way in which I will continue to lead within my school will be by keeping a focus 

on student data. I will do this within my own practice, but also continue to bring this to my PLC. 

As noted previously, traditionally, PLC work at my school has not had a focus on student data, 

and it will be important for me to push my colleagues to continue the practice of looking at 

students’ data and progress. This is needed for our PLC to continue to be effective at “analyzing 

student achievement data, aligning curriculum and instruction with standards, grading or scoring 

student work, [and] discussing individual students and their learning” (Allen & Blythe, 2015, pp. 

86-87). 
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Limitations 

The findings of my research are limited. They are limited to my setting and students, but 

also in addressing my research questions. For the first question I posed (“How do purposeful 

classroom-based and community-based interventions impact the outcomes of struggling 

secondary mathematics students on assessments?”), I was able to collect more data on 

classroom-based interventions than I was on community-based interventions. My intention was 

to be able to focus more on community based interventions than I did. Due to this, I did not 

gather as much data as I wanted to. This is an area for growth in the future. 

 Additionally, for my second question (“How can Professional Learning Communities 

among Algebra 1 teachers in the same building help meet students’ needs to positively impact 

student outcomes on assessments?”), I was able to collect more data with respect to impact on 

teacher well-being and efficacy than I was able to on student outcomes. Because I did not track 

all conversations had in regards to student outcomes on common assessments, this is a limitation 

to my findings. 

An inherent limitation of my findings around PLCs is that they are specific to my setting 

and context, so others should be cautious when applying to their own setting, and I should be 

cautious when applying to my setting in future years. In the next year, I may be able to replicate 

some of my interventions with my colleagues and my next set of students; however, the results 

may not be the same because all students and colleagues are individual and unique, so new 

people will impact the effectiveness of interventions, and new interventions may need to be 

implemented.  
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Further Implications 

 One of the most prominent findings of my research was the suggestion that having many 

one-on-one interactions with students increased student understanding. For the period of time 

when I had 32 students in my classroom, it was very difficult to have meaningful one-on-one 

interactions for learning with all of my students regularly. The smaller class size I had toward the 

end of my research allowed me to have more one-on-one interactions with more students. 

Smaller class size helped students learn. This is something that many teachers talk about often- 

but, as a teacher, I do not get to choose how many students are in my classroom. However, class 

size is important! I believe that lowering class size at the secondary level should be more of a 

priority, as this may help more students and teachers be more successful in the classroom. 

 In conclusion, although it cannot be determined which intervention was most effective in 

raising student assessment scores, working with students one-on-one worked with my teaching 

practice the best. This allowed me to know exactly where each student was in their math 

learning, as well as be able to have more meaningful conversations with each student more often. 

As a third-year teacher, I know my practice will continue to grow for many more years, and I 

hope to continue to implement all I have learned throughout this capstone and continue to 

question how I can best teach all students.  
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Appendix A 

Initial Student Survey 

For each question, circle one number (1=I strongly disagree, 5= I strongly agree) 

 

1. I am capable of learning math: 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

2. I learn best by listening during a lecture and taking notes: 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

3. I learn best by doing examples with my table group: 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

4. I learn best by working in a small group with a teacher: 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

5. I would like to work in a small group with a teacher: 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

6. I learn best when I feel like my teacher believes in me: 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

7. I learn best when I am in a group with my friends: 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

Fill in the blanks with your own ideas! 

8. I learn best when: 

 

 

9. I learn best when: 
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Appendix B 

Standards Based Grading Scale 

Standard 

Score 

Numeric 

Grade (%) 

Level of 

Understanding 

Description 

Z 0 (Missing) Missing Standard Student was absent when standard 

was given. 

UE 0 Unable to Evaluate 

Standard 

Student did not attempt enough of 

standard to be able to evaluate 

understanding. 

1 50 Beginning Student was able to make an 

attempt on all problem types on 

standard, but did not show 

understanding of content on any. 

2 70 Emerging Student is showing understanding 

on basic parts of standard, but 

understanding is inconsistent and 

not yet at the proficient level. 

2.5 79 Developing Student is proficient in parts of the 

standard, but is making 

considerable mathematical 

mistakes on other parts. 

3 87 Proficient Student is proficient in 

understanding of standard, but is 

making multiple small 

mathematical mistakes not related 

to understanding of standard. 

3.5 92 Proficient Level 2 Student is proficient in 

understanding of standard, but is 

making a single small 

mathematical mistake not related 

to understanding of standard. 

4 100 Consistent Mastery Student show mastery level 

understanding over a period of 

time (both attempts of standard). 
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